INFORMATION ABOUT THE V2 EXTENSION

Dear Resident,

As your local Conservative ward team, we wanted to write to you with an update
regarding the works at Hazeley Wood.
What’s going on?
V2 extension works have begun at the Hazeley Wood, Morland Drive entrance. At the
beginning of this month, fences were suddenly erected and clearing work begun.
While the planning permission for these works has been granted, it remains unclear
as to which permission is valid and whether correct processes were followed at the
time. This confusion has been highlighted by some residents confirming it never
showed up on their searches when buying their home—an issue we are raising.
What we do know for certain is the developer doesn’t have permission to start preconstruction as they are yet to submit a final design application for approval.
We are calling for the brakes to be put on while procedures are followed and we
fully identify exactly what’s gone wrong.
A big issue is that the developer has failed to engage with Shenley Church End Parish
Council and local residents which has meant that you were not informed that works
would be starting imminently.
Meanwhile, the developer has ploughed on with clearing work—cutting down trees,
clearing away shrubbery and causing irreparable damage. All in the name of sensitive
ecological works.
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What will happen next?
As your local Conservative ward team, we have been working hard to find a solution
to this terrible mess.
There are three things we want from Milton Keynes Council:
1. Firstly, there still needs to be a four week consultation period following the final
planning application from the developer. We think all further work should stop
until we’ve had this consultation.
2. Secondly, given the huge implications of this construction work, we think there
should be a full Grange Farm wide consultation so each local resident
understands what’s going on and can ask questions.
3. Thirdly, a full apology from Labour-run Milton Keynes Council and the
developer for the way they have both acted towards local residents.
You deserve to be heard and your concerns taken into consideration.
How you can get involved:
1. Join the residents’ Facebook Group (Grange Farm Objections – V2 Grid Road
Extension).
2. Sign the petition (set up by local residents – link in the Facebook Group).
3. Display a campaign poster in your window (find out how in the Facebook
Group).
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact us below. We are working
hard to make sure that you are kept informed.
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ELECTED

VOTE ON MAY 6TH

Cllr Dan Gilbert
dan.gilbert@miltonkeynes.gov.uk

Cllr Amanda Marlow
amanda.marlow@miltonkeynes.gov.uk

Ethan Wilkinson
ethan@ethanrwilkinson.com

Yours faithfully,
Dan Gilbert, Amanda Marlow, Ethan Wilkinson
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